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Robust quantum point contact operation of narrow graphene
constrictions patterned by AFM cleavage lithography
Péter Kun 1✉, Bálint Fülöp 2,3, Gergely Dobrik1, Péter Nemes-Incze 1, István Endre Lukács1, Szabolcs Csonka2,3,
Chanyong Hwang 4 and Levente Tapasztó 1✉

Detecting conductance quantization in graphene nanostructures turned out more challenging than expected. The observation of
well-defined conductance plateaus through graphene nanoconstrictions so far has only been accessible in the highest quality
suspended or h-BN encapsulated devices. However, reaching low conductance quanta in zero magnetic field, is a delicate task even
with such ultra-high mobility devices. Here, we demonstrate a simple AFM-based nanopatterning technique for defining graphene
constrictions with high precision (down to 10 nm width) and reduced edge-roughness (+/−1 nm). The patterning process is based
on the in-plane mechanical cleavage of graphene by the AFM tip, along its high symmetry crystallographic directions. As-defined,
narrow graphene constrictions with improved edge quality enable an unprecedentedly robust QPC operation, allowing the
observation of conductance quantization even on standard SiO2/Si substrates, down to low conductance quanta. Conductance
plateaus, were observed at n × e2/h, evenly spaced by 2 × e2/h (corresponding to n= 3, 5, 7, 9, 11) in the absence of an external
magnetic field, while spaced by e2/h (n= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) in 8 T magnetic field.
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INTRODUCTION
Due to its mechanical, optical, and electronic properties, graphene
has been at the forefront of low dimensional materials research for
fifteen years, starting with the early discovery of the half-integer
quantum Hall effect and non-zero Berry phase1,2. Due to its
outstanding electronic quality, manifesting itself in particularly
high charge carrier mobility3 and long coherence lengths4,
enormous efforts have been invested into realizing graphene-
based quantum devices5–7. However, one of the most fundamental
quantum size effects, the precise detection of charge quantization
in graphene nanoconstrictions turned out to be particularly
challenging, hindering the implementation of graphene-based
quantum point contacts.
Before the discovery of 2D crystals, the research on quantum

transport phenomena focused on two-dimensional electron
systems in semiconductor nanostructures8. Among others, quan-
tum point contacts (QPC)—a narrow constriction between two
extended electrically conducting areas—have been realized,
conventionally through charge carrier depletion with the help of
split-gate electrodes9,10. Similarly, in bilayer graphene, a transverse
electric field can open a band gap11, which allows for depletion of
the gated area, but the full pinch-off state is hard to achieve due to
leakage currents. Recently, by improved device fabrication, this
obstacle has been removed, allowing the observation of con-
ductance quantization, unexpected mode crossings12,13, as well as
the interplay between spin-orbit coupling and electron-electron
interaction at zero magnetic field14. However, the presence of AB-
BA stacking domain walls cannot be fully avoided in bilayer
samples15. Acting as current leakage pathways, they limit the
reliability of the bilayer QPC device fabrication process.
By contrast, in the case of monolayer graphene, employing a

similar split-gate geometry cannot induce a complete electrical
depletion, instead it leads to the formation of p-n junctions,

short-circuiting the constriction16. Nonetheless, the physical
removal of material (etching, cutting) provides a viable solution
to overcome this problem, and to realize confinement. In this
case, the main factors defining the electronic transport
characteristics are the charge carrier mobility in graphene and
the structural quality of the constriction edges. A major bottle-
neck is the extended charge localization area, implying that the
detrimental effects of edge disorder are felt even relatively far
from the constriction17. Even so, signatures of quantized
conductance have been reported in graphene constrictions.
Tombros et al. applied a high current annealing method on
suspended graphene18. Quantized edge modes have also been
observed in tapered brides formed during the exfoliation of
graphene by a metallic tip19. However, similar techniques offer a
limited control on the width and geometry of the constriction. E-
beam lithography combined with etching is the most wide-
spread nanofabrication technique for graphene quantum
QPCs20. Although, e-beam lithography is capable of defining
constrictions down to a few tens of nanometers width, the size of
the investigated constrictions is typically in the hundred
nanometers range. This is required to mitigate the effect of
edge disorder21 that precludes obtaining well-defined QPC
characteristics in narrower constrictions. However, to reach
lower conductance quanta, in such wide constrictions, the Fermi
wavelength of graphene has to be of comparable scale to the
constriction width. This imposes highly demanding requirements
on the graphene quality for enabling QPC operation. Such
requirements can only be met by suspending graphene or
encapsulating it between hexagonal boron nitride layers. Only in
the best ultra-high mobility devices can the signatures of size
quantization be observed, in the form of more or less evenly
spaced modulations (kinks) superimposed on the linear con-
ductance22–25. However, in the absence of magnetic field, these
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plateaus only become well-defined further away from the Dirac
point, corresponding to high conductance quanta (typically, σ >
10 e2/h). Reducing the constriction width is important as it can
ensure a more robust QPC operation, allowing the observation of
plateaus at lower conductance quanta, and enabling QPC
characteristics to persist up to higher temperatures, by increas-
ing the energy separation between transversal modes. However,
reducing the constriction width cannot be efficient without
improving the edge quality. These are two of the next important
steps towards improving the feasibility and reliability of
graphene QPCs.
Besides e-beam lithography, scanning probe microscopy-based

techniques can also be employed for patterning graphene.
For instance, AFM-based local anodic oxidation lithography has
been applied on graphene to form nanoribbons, quantum dots
or nanorings, by etching, down to 30-nm-wide, insulating
trenches26–28. The precise direct mechanical cutting of graphene
by AFM turned out quite difficult, as graphene tends to tear and
fold along various directions during the scratching29. An under-
lying thin layer of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)30 has been
employed, to provide stronger adhesion to the substrate, and
improve the cutting precision. On conducting substrates scanning
tunneling microscope lithography can be employed, for defining
graphene nanoribbons with nanometer precision31,32. However,
the conductive substrates required by STM do not allow the direct
integration of the patterned graphene structures into electronic
devices.
Here, we have developed an improved AFM lithographic

method enabling a much more precise direct mechanical
patterning (in-plane cleavage) of graphene sheets. This technique
enabled us to define graphene nanoconstrictions down to 10 nm

width, with edges of improved structural quality (lower rough-
ness), by cleaving the graphene sheet along its high symmetry
crystallographic directions (armchair, zigzag). The as-defined
graphene nanoconstrictions allow the observation of conductance
quantization down to a few conductance quanta, even on
standard SiO2/Si substrates, at temperatures up to 40 K.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
AFM cleavage lithography of graphene
Graphene samples have been prepared by micromechanical
exfoliation on the most commonly used silicon substrate with
285 nm SiO2 capping layer (see Supplementary Fig. 1). For
defining high-quality graphene constrictions with high precision,
we have developed an improved AFM-based lithographic
technique (Fig. 1a). To enable this, we have exploited the
capability of AFM to determine the crystallographic orientations
of the graphene lattice before patterning33. By imaging the
surface in contact mode, the atomic potentials modulate the
friction forces between tip and sample, revealing the high
symmetry lattice directions of the graphene sheet (Fig. 1b, c).
This enables us to choose the precise crystallographic orientation
of the cutting direction, which—as it turns out—is of key
importance for defining high quality edges. For cutting the
graphene sheet, the AFM tip is lowered and pushed into the
sample surface to a predetermined deflection (corresponding to
100–200 nm apparent lowering of the tip, depending on the force
constant), with the feedback-loop switched off. Then, the tip is
moved along the line of the desired cutting direction (Fig. 1d).
Considering the outstanding tensile strength of graphene, for low
indentation depths graphene is only stretched, adhering to the

Fig. 1 AFM-based in-plane mechanical cleavage of graphene. a Schematic of the AFM cleavage lithography process. b Lattice resolution on
graphene acquired in contact mode, (FFT filtered for clarity), revealing the main crystallographic directions. Scale bar: 2 nm. c Fourier
transform of the original lattice resolution image. Scale bar: 2 nm−1. d Linear AFM indentations in graphene along zigzag direction with
gradually increasing depth. Scale bar: 500 nm. e Depth profiles of the patterned lines from panel d, revealing the border between stretching
and cutting of the graphene sheet.
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surface of the plastically deformed underlying silica substrate34.
After reaching the indentation depth of approximately 1.5 nm, the
chances of graphene rupture increase dramatically, in accordance
with our previous findings35.
On Fig. 1d, linear patterns running along a zigzag direction can

be seen, prepared with gradually increased indentation depth. As
a result of the smooth edges of the indentation line, it is hard to
differentiate, when the graphene layer is cut instead of just being
pushed/stretched into the groove of the substrate. However, by
analyzing the line profiles (Fig. 1e) the two regions can be
distinguished. Further confirmation of the successful cutting of
graphene comes from Raman spectroscopy mapping, where the
D peak intensity is highly sensitive to the presence of edges (see
Supplementary Fig. 3).
Graphene constrictions can be formed by cutting two lines

with one of their ends in close proximity, and the other ends
reaching the edges of the flake. This, results in a narrow bridge
between two large and intact graphene areas. To demonstrate
the precision of our nanolithography technique in Fig. 2 we show
the topography of an approximately 10 nm wide constriction
with the cutting lines running along an armchair direction. Note
that while the two cutting lines have the same (armchair)
orientation relative to the graphene lattice, they are not perfectly
aligned. This slight misalignment helps avoiding strong back-
scattering, as discussed later. The smoothness of the edges is
due to the fact, that graphene can be cut (cleaved) more easily
along its high symmetry (armchair/zigzag) lattice directions36,37

(see also Supplementary Fig. 4). This is similar to cleaving bulk
crystals along their high symmetry planes. Exploiting the useful
ability of AFM to image and cut graphene along these easy
cleaving directions, enables us to highly improve the precision of
the nanofabrication process and reduce the roughness of
edges. While the fabrication of graphene constrictions with
~10 nm width is still challenging, constrictions of a few tens of
nanometers can be reliably defined by our AFM cleavage

lithography technique. To quantify the characteristic edge
roughness, the phase image obtained in tapping mode proved
to be the most suitable, as it reveals the boundaries more clearly
than topographic images. The graphene edge—indicated by the
black line in Fig. 2c—is determined based on the deviation from
the average value of the phase on the graphene sheet (44.4°). By
analyzing the edge line, about +/−1 nm deviations can be
measured from the average y position, indicating a ~2 nm edge
roughness. This roughness is similar to that defined by cryo-
etching of encapsulated graphene24, but achieved using a far
simpler technique. The roughness of the short horizontal edge
segment in Fig. 2, defining the nanoconstriction, can also be
estimated, yielding a similar edge roughness of about +/−1 nm.
A more precise determination of the edge roughness is not
feasible, since the scale of the observed roughness is on the
verge of measurability by AFM, considering the practically
achievable smallest tip radius of about 2 nm (see also
Supplementary Fig. 5). Most importantly, our AFM based
nanofabrication technique has the advantage of avoiding
energetic beams and aggressive chemical etching that can
induce additional disorder extending tens of nanometers
inwards from the nominal edges20. Moreover, the quality of
the edges is further preserved, since after the mechanical
cleavage, constriction edges never come into contact with resist
material or wet chemistry.
Residues generated by material removal during the AFM

cleavage lithography, stick to the AFM tip. At the end position
of the cutting, the tip often deposit debris (see Supplementary Fig.
2). To make sure that the leftover debris does not short circuit the
constriction additional devices have been prepared, cutting across
the whole graphene flake by AFM cleavage. The two-point
resistance of such devices was in MΩ range, which is about two
orders of magnitude higher than corresponding to conductance
quanta, measured across constrictions, proving that the con-
ductance of the cut section can be safely neglected.

Fig. 2 High resolution AFM cleavage lithography of graphene quantum point contacts. a Topographic tapping-mode AFM image of a
10 nm wide graphene constriction. Scale bar: 500 nm. b Locating the graphene edges. c Estimating the edge roughness from the phase image
of the dashed rectangular area of Fig. 2a: The black line marks the border of the step-like deviation from the average phase value on
graphene.
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Quantized conductance of graphene constrictions
Ti/Au (5/70 nm) electrodes have been defined on the graphene
flakes by standard electron beam lithography technique prior to
the AFM patterning step, to avoid the contamination of the
constriction edges. To achieve lattice resolution AFM images, the
resist residue has been eliminated by annealing in argon/
hydrogen atmosphere at 400 °C38. In addition, an AFM
sweeping-based cleaning technique was also applied (see
Supplementary Fig. 6.)39,40. Transport measurements in two-
probe configuration have been performed at 1.5 K, using the
heavily doped Si substrate as back-gate electrode. (Charge carrier
mobility estimation can be found in Supplementary Fig. 8.)
Plotting the conductance as a function of the applied gate voltage
(Fig. 3a) for a ~75 nm wide constriction patterned by AFM
cleavage lithography, reveals well-defined plateaus around G
values of 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 e2/h, evidencing the conductance
quantization, on top of the square root gate-dependence (see also
Supplementary Fig. 7).
From the square root fitting of the G (Vg) characteristics, the

width of the constriction can also be estimated. Using degeneracy
factor of 2, and lever arm of α ≈ 7.2 × 1010 cm−2 V−2, a channel
length of W ≈ 60 nm is obtained, which is in reasonably good
agreement with the topographic AFM measurement (W ≈ 75 nm)
of the constriction. Similarly good agreement have been found for
the other investigated constrictions (see Supplementary Fig. 7),
supporting the interpretation of our results. For narrow constric-
tions, contact resistances can be safely neglected (see also
Supplementary Fig. 7). This is also confirmed by the fact that
the conductance plateaus align reasonably well with n × e2/h
values even without contact resistance corrections (Fig. 3). For
graphene nanoribbons, conductance steps of 4 e2/h height are
predicted41, where the factor of 4 comes from the spin and valley
degeneracy of the charge carriers. However, as also reported
earlier, graphene constrictions often display 2 e2/h conductance
steps instead18,22–24, attributed to the lifting of the valley
degeneracy. This is also predicted by the theoretical calculations
of Guimarães et al. in which plateau-like features with a spacing of
2 e2/h can be observed in graphene nanoconstrictions that are
less or equal in length than width (L ≤W)42. Additional constric-
tions fabricated by us by AFM lithography, display similar 2 e2/h
steps, as can be seen in the Supplementary Fig. 9. We have also
performed transport measurements with an externally applied
(8T) magnetic field. The results shown in Fig. 3b. reveal
conductance steps with roughly e2/h step heights. This can be
attributed to the lifting of the spin degeneracy in addition to the
lifted valley degeneracy. The phenomenon is similar to that

observed on QPC devices approaching the quantum Hall
regime43. On the inset of Fig. 3. the layout of the devices, as
well as the 3D topographic AFM images of the corresponding
nanoconstrictions are shown. We note that constriction edges
appear less regular than in Fig. 2 mainly due to less than optimal
imaging conditions in order to preserve the structural integrity of
the nanoconstrictions. The differences in the Vg values (x axis of
Fig. 3) for different devices originate from the differences of the
Dirac point position. A substantial p doping of the samples
originates from the charged impurities in the SiO2 substrate, as
well as the annealing step employed for cleaning the samples
from resist residues. Due to the relatively high p doping levels of
graphene in our devices, we were not able to measure the
electron branch of the characteristics. However, the significant
p doping, together with the slight misalignment of constriction
ends, helps us approaching the adiabatic limit, and avoiding
strong back-scattering, due to sharp changes of the constriction
widths on the scale of the Fermi wavelength. We also note that we
could not obtain reliable conductance characteristics for the
narrowest (~10 nm wide) constrictions fabricated here, as they
were broken very fast during the measurements. Nevertheless,
constrictions as narrow as ~30 nm could be measured (Fig. 3b)
displaying quantized conductance plateaus. Most constrictions
also display oscillations superposed on the step-like conductance
characteristics. This is commonly observed in QPC devices, and is
often attributed to transmission resonances from reflections at the
two ends of the constrictions, as well as quantum interference
form impurity scattering near the constrictions8.
We have also investigated the temperature dependence of the

QPC characteristics (Fig. 4). In accordance with expectations, by
increasing the temperature, the conductance plateaus are
gradually smeared out, while also acquiring a finite slope, until
they are no longer resolved. In our case, conductance plateaus
could be clearly observed up to 20 K, and signatures of
conductance quantization could be detected even at 40 K. This
is in accordance with the estimated energy separation of
transversal modes (~5meV for 60 nm width), expected to persist
up to ~3 kBT (~5 meV at 20 K) thermal energy. Moreover, the
energy separation of the transverse mode in the narrowest
constriction fabricated by AFM lithography (order of 100meV) is
large enough for the QPC operation to persist even up to room
temperature holding the promise of opening an entirely new
regime for quantum point contact devices.
We have developed a high precision nanolithography techni-

que for the fabrication of robust graphene quantum point contact
devices. We showed that defining graphene constrictions through

Fig. 3 Conductance measurements (1.5 K) of graphene QPCs patterned by AFM cleavage lithography with cuts running along zigzag
directions. (Upper insets: optical images of the devices. Lower insets: 3D topographic AFM image of the nanoconstrictions, scale bars are
100 nm.) a Two-probe conductance curve in zero magnetic field, for a ~75 nm wide constriction revealing conductance plateaus at integer n ×
e2/h values separated by 2 e2/h steps. b Two-probe conductance curve measured through a ~30 nm wide graphene constriction in 8 T
magnetic field displaying quantization steps with e2/h spacing.
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cleaving graphene sheets by AFM along their high symmetry
directions, enables us to fabricate graphene nanoconstrictions
down to 10 nm width and with reduced edge roughness of
+/−1 nm. Narrow graphene constrictions with high quality edges
display robust QPC behavior manifesting in well-defined zero-field
conductance quantization plateaus down to a few conductance
quanta, even on SiO2/Si substrates, and temperatures up to 40 K.
In zero magnetic field, evenly spaced conductance plateaus could
be detected, roughly spaced by 2 e2/h attributed to the lifting of
the valley degeneracy, while the application of magnetic field
resulted in plateaus spaced by e2/h, indicating the lifting of both
valley and spin degeneracy. Our AFM based nanopatterning
technique enables the fabrication of robust graphene QPCs, lifting
the highly demanding requirements for the device quality,
prohibitive for most applications. Furthermore, such devices could
also be employed as cheap resistance standards, providing precise
resistance plateaus without requiring externally applied magnetic
fields or very low temperatures for their reliable operation.

METHODS
Sample preparation
Graphene sheets have been prepared by mechanical exfoliation of natural
graphite crystals, with the standard scotch tape method on Si/SiO2 substrate.
Standard electron beam lithography (EBL) technique, followed by metal
evaporation, has been utilized for device fabrication. To contact the graphene
layer, Ti/Au (5/70 nm) has been evaporated at 10−8 mbar. To improve the
quality of the devices, a 1-h long annealing step has been performed in Ar:H2

atmosphere at 400 °C. Additional to this, cleaning of graphene by AFM
sweeping has been carried out (see Supplementary Fig. 6).

Atomic force microscopy cleavage and characterization
For AFM imaging and patterning, a Bruker Multimode 8 AFM has been used,
equipped with a closed loop scanner. For patterning, diamond-like carbon
coated silicon AFM probes (Tap300DLC, Budget Sensors) have been used,
with a nominal force constant of 40 N/m and a tip radius of 15 nm. The AFM
cutting has been controlled by the NanoMan lithography software of Bruker.
For imaging the edges, AFM tips of 2 nm nominal tip radius (SSS-NCH type,
NanoWorld) have been employed. The contact-mode AFM measurements
have been carried out with contact tip (DNP-S10) characterized by nominal
force constant of 0.06 N/m, and a tip radius of 10 nm.

Raman spectroscopy
For Raman mapping, a confocal Raman microscope system (Witec Alpha
300 RSA) has been used with Nd:YAG laser (532 nm, 2 mW).

Electrical characterization
Transport measurements have been performed at 1.5 K in two-probe
configuration using standard lock-in techniques at f= 177 Hz and AC
excitation voltage VAC= 10 µV with a Stanford SR-830 lock-in amplifier and
external low-noise I/V converter.

DATA AVAILABILITY
The authors confirm that the data supporting the findings of this study are available
within the article. Related additional data are available on reasonable request from
the authors.
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